DTEN Whiteboard Tips & Tricks

Suggested Use of DTEN devices in teaching

If you intend on using both the DTEN and PowerPoint slides for your instruction, here is a suggested hardware setup:

1. Launch your Zoom meeting from your laptop or classroom computer and share the PowerPoint presentation to the screen and start recording
2. Connect your presentation remote to this computer so you can advance the slides remotely.
3. Connect the DTEN to your Zoom meeting.
4. You can now teach directly on the DTEN using its camera and microphone. You can advance the slides on the computer with your remote. You can annotate your slides in real-time directly on the DTEN. You can also include blank slides in your presentation if you’d like rather than switching over to the DTEN whiteboard feature (which requires you to stop sharing your slides.)

- More details can be found in the “Connecting the DTEN to your class Zoom meeting” document.

Using DTEN Whiteboard Function

After joining your Zoom meeting on the DTEN, you can press the “Whiteboard” button to launch a whiteboard and share it to the meeting. This feature is your digital chalkboard. Here are what the button’s do.
Neither the University nor BSD has recorded a demo of the DTEN unit. However here is an example of the DTEN’s functionality to get you familiar with the interface:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIMrpeboz7M